Question 12
Are you aware of the Neighbourhood watch in the Parish?
Would you value information about the Neighbourhood Watch scheme?
How could the scheme be made more efficient?
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Greater publicity/information
Used to know the rep for SA but don’t know if one at present.
Didn’t think there was one in SA.
It would be good if the names of the co-ordinators of both villages could be
shown in C Ns. Is there someone in SA?
A greater sense of who subscribes plus updates(CNs?)
I didn’t think that residents are aware of any activity. I didn’t think it was still
operating.
Does it still exist?
Updates on the noticeboard/website/CNs would not only inform residents but
demonstrate more widely that this community is vigilant. Might be useful to
have a meeting in which the scheme is explained, encourage discussion and
informal communication between neighbours.
Info in CNs
Who leads on this?
Raise awareness.
Raise awareness. ?Noticeboard
Haven’t really heard/seen anything about it since John Nelmes died.
Residents still respond to alarms etc.
Who is the contact?
Need more local info
Need better signs
To know more info
I’ve seen the neighbourhood watch signs but that is the extent of our
knowledge. A bit more info would be useful.
The community should belong to the NW scheme collectively. This would
bring the community together in that it would empower everyone to work
together.
Publicity! Where in the parish magazine is this promoted? SSG may know
about it – but does SA?
Not too sure how effective this is now.
Improved communication
Could do with occasional updates in Country News. i.e. Who is our coordinator?
Never see anybody re: neighbourhood watch
We could do with being updated on the neighbourhood watch scheme.
Does it include SA? Are there any window stickers/ lamppost signs?

27. Perhaps a re-launch of the scheme?
28. I would like to join to help our community.
29. Were made aware of it when we moved here 11 years ago by the lovely (late)
Gerald but not sure who organises it now, if anyone.
30. Let people know
31. Could the information be put on the website and a brief on the village
noticeboard?
32. Better communication/awareness that the scheme exists.
33. To have been aware of it!
34. Better publicity. Some neighbourhood watch signs.

